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SolidFire: The block storage choice for OpenStack
Build your cloud out of technology built for the cloud

OpenStack and SolidFire
To build an OpenStack-powered cloud infrastructure, there is only 
one choice for block storage. SolidFire delivers the industry’s most 
comprehensive OpenStack block storage integration. Combining this 
integration with SolidFire’s guaranteed performance, high availability, 
and scale, customers can now confidently host performance-sensitive 
applications in their OpenStack cloud infrastructure.

The OpenStack Project
Launched in 2010, OpenStack is open source software for building 
clouds. Created to drive industry standards, accelerate cloud adoption, 
and put an end to cloud “lock-in,” OpenStack is a common, open 
platform for both public and private clouds. Their cloud operating 
system enables businesses to manage compute, storage, and networking 
resources via a self-service portal and APIs at massive scale.

OpenStack Block Storage
Architected to provide traditional blocklevel storage 
resources to other OpenStack services, Cinder is 
ideal for applications with performance-sensitive 
workloads. Different than the Swift object storage 
service, Cinder presents persistent block-level storage 
volumes for use with OpenStack Nova compute 
instances. The Cinder block storage service manages 
the creation, attaching, and detaching of these 
volumes between a storage system like SolidFire and 

different host servers. Key SolidFire-related features available in the 
OpenStack block storage (Cinder) service include:

• Full SolidFire driver integration with latest OpenStack software release

• Ability to set and maintain true QoS levels on a per‑volume basis

• Ability to create, snapshot, clone, and manage SolidFire volumes using 
OpenStack clients and APIs

• Ability to run instances on a SolidFire volume

• Enhanced boot from volume capabilities

• Web‑based API exposing all cluster functionality eliminates need for 
an arduous management layer/proxy in between OpenStack and the 
storage system

• SolidFire integration with OpenStack block storage can be configured 
for production usage in less than a minute
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For more information or to schedule a demo, please contact us at sales@solidfire.com

Committed to OpenStack
OpenStack matters because platform choice is integral to fostering 
innovation and growth in the cloud computing market. OpenStack, 
and its related services, are strategic building blocks for customers 
looking to build a cloud infrastructure than can accommodate the 
cost and Quality of Service (QoS) demands from a dynamic and 
expanding user base. 

SolidFire has dedicated resources that drive real contributions to 
the OpenStack community. Unlike other vendors we are not limiting 
our efforts to basic plug-in architecture development or integrating 
with a restricted subset of available features. Instead, we deliver 
the industry’s most comprehensive support for the Cinder block 
storage service. Going forward, we are focused on driving continued 
improvements in the Cinder block storage architecture to ensure it 
can exploit the most advanced, nextgeneration storage functionality.

Ecosystem partnerships
Integration and automation across the infrastructure stack is essential 
for customers to achieve the agility and efficiency promises of 
OpenStack. Our partnerships with leading OpenStack distributions 
including Nebula and Rackspace Private Cloud are in clear recognition 
of this dynamic. SolidFire will continue to expand the depth and 
breadth of these integrations to ensure strategic alignment with the 
building blocks integral to our customers successfully deploying and 
managing their OpenStack-based cloud infrastructures.

What does this mean for you?
If you are building an OpenStack-based cloud you can take comfort in 
the fact that SolidFire has unsurpassed knowledge of, and integration 
with, the Cinder block storage service within OpenStack. For customers 
seeking guaranteed performance, high availability, and scale for their 
cloud infrastructure, there is no better block storage option.

True Multi-Tenancy

 ID mapping between Cinder Vol‑ID and SolidFire volume name

 One to one relationship of OpenStack account to SolidFire account

 Generate storage reports by account

Resource Agility

 Quickly clone volumes to new types to apply a different service level

 Provision custom IOPS to any OpenStack volume

 Add storage resources as your cloud grows over time without 
stopping, restarting or reconfiguring the Cinder service

High Availability

 Complete HA for all block storage volumes with no single points  
of failure

 Built‑in fault detection and self‑healing maintains HA during  
failure conditions

 Perform system upgrades with zero service downtime

Simple Automation

 HTTPS interface to SolidFire API, no additional management nodes 
or libraries

 REST‑based API easily maintained to support OpenStack features  
over time

 Configure SolidFire with the OpenStack block storage Service in 
under 1 minute

Efficiency

 Rapid cloning of bootable volumes eliminates need for repeated 
glance downloads

 Clone full environment with no impact to storage capacity

 Globally compress and deduplicate all VMs and data in an 
OpenStack Cloud
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